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SU_IARY
A theoretical study has been conducted to determine the
potential low-speed performance improvements which can be
achieved by altering the position and orientation of the out-
board vertical fins of low-aspect-ratio highly swept wings• As
expected, the results of the study show that the magnitude of
the performance improvements is solely a function of the span-
load distribution. Both the vertical-fin-ehordwise position
and toe angle provided effective means for adjusting the
• overall span-load distribution•
INTRODUCTION
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration is
currently investigating the aerodynamic characteristics of
advanced aircraft concepts which are intended to cruise effi-
ciently at supersonic speeds (see refs. I and 2). Such con-
figurations employ a highly swept planform, which is twisted
and cambered to achieve the desired high level of cruise aero-
dynamic efficiency. These configurations typically include
outboard vertical fins which are intended to provide direc-
tional stability, but which (when properly aligned in the
cruise condition) can be shown to produce a forward component
of force which is in excess of the additional skin friction
drag, and hence the inclusion of the outboard vertical fins
provides a net supersonic performance gain.
The necessary emphasis on optimizing these conceptual
wing--outboard-vertical-fin designs for the supersonic cruise
condition has resulted in aircraft concepts which would exhibit
relatively poor low-speed performance in typical takeoff and
landing situations. Previous efforts directed towards pro-
viding these concepts with improved low-speed p_rformance have
been limited to studies of the leading-and trailing-edge
systems (see, for example refs. 3 and 4).
The present study, which utilizes a planar vortex-lattice
theoretical mode] of the highly swept-wing vertical-fin configu-
ration, is intended to determine the effect on aerodynamic
performance of changes in vertical-fin chordwise position and
toe and cant angle.
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S_IBOLS
Force coefficients are referred to the wind system of axes.
A wing aspect ratio, b2/S
b wing span, m (ft)
c local wing chord, nl (ft)
Cavg average wing chord, S/b, m (ft)
. CDi induced drag coefficient, Induced drag/qS
C L lift coefficient, Lift/qS
c_ section-lift coefficient
Cy section side-force coefficient
e span efficiency factor, CL2/_ACDi
M Mach number
q free-stream dynamic pressure, Pa (Ibf/ft 2)
S wing area, m2" (ft2)
x chordwise distance of the leading edge of the fin
behind the leading edge of the wing, m (ft)
y spanwise distance measured from wing centerline, m
(ft)
z vertical fin ordinate, origin at wing vertical-fin
intersection, positive upwards, m (ft)
angle of attack, deg
_f trailing-edge flap deflection, positive trailing edge
down, deg
o sidewash angle at vertical fin, positive outwards, deg
T toe angle of vertical fin, positive toe-in, deg
cant angle of vertical fin, positive outwards, deg
Subscripts:
o indicates condition without vertical fin
,- 2
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CONF [GUllAT IONS S IMULATED
The study was conducted for the two configuration
geometries shown in fig',ure 1 and defined in referenees 5 and 6.
These geometries (referred to as configuration A and eonfigura-
tion B) were simulated using, the planar vortex-lattice computer
program described in reference 7. Configuration A included
both twist and camber (see ref. 5) end a planar fuselage repre-
sentation. Configuration 13was untwisted and uncambered and
did not incorporate a fuselage. Figure 2 depicts schematically
the vortex-lattice paneling schemes used to represent the
configuration geometries.
• RESUI,TS AND DISCUSSION
In the present study, a relative span efficiency factor,
e/co, is introduced where
e__ = span efficiency factor - wing with outboard vertical ..[inj
eo span efficiency factor - wing without outboard vertical fin
This factor is introduced in an attempt to reduce the
dependence of the numerical results on the particular paneling
scheme and vortex spacing used. It is acknowledged, however,
that changes in either the paneling scheme or the vortex
spacing will affect the values of e/e o to some extent.
Therefore, values of e/e o should be considered as a qualita-
tive figure of merit, which is introduced to assess the rela-
tive effect on performance of changes in vertical-fin chordwise
position and vertical-fin toe and cant angles.
Effect of Vertical-Fin Chordwise Position
Figure 3 shows the effect of varying the chordwise position
of the vertical fin on the relative span efficiency factor, e/e o.
As can be seen, changes in chordwise position result in modest
changes in span efficiency; however, the most interesting point
to be noted is the different trend exhibited by the results for
i
configurations A and B. For configuration A, the results indi-
cate an inerease in span efficiency factor can be aehieved by
, moving the outboard-vertical fin forward relative to the wing.
By contrast, the results for configuration B indicate that the
maximum span efficiency can be achieved by moving the outboard-
vertical fins rearward to approximate_2 x/c = 0.2. It should
be further noted that e/eo is a reasonably smooth function of
x/c, indicating that the computational results are fairly
insensitive to the relative alignment of the bound vortices
representing the wing and vertical fin.
3
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9Inasmuch as the span effieieney factor is a funetion of
the span-load distribution, some insight into the _reeeding
differing trends of e/e o can be afforded by considering this
quantity. Figure 4 presents the calculated optimum span-load
distribution for configuration A. The optimization seeks a
minimum induced drag using a Trcfftz plane far-field drag compu-
tation (see ref. 7). Although for a planar wing this result is
accomplished by obtaining a uniform downwash at downstream
infinity, the present nonplanar solution utilizes Lagrange
multipliers to minimize the induced drag. Also presented in
figure 4 are the calculated span-load distributions for eon-
figuration A having vertical fins located at x/c = 0 and +0.2.
The results show that for this configuration moving the
outboard-vertical fins forward produces an increased inward
load op the vertical fins, a slightly increased span load on
the portion of the wing inboard of the vertical fins, and a
slightly reduced span load on the outboard wing panel. The net
result being that, for the values of x/e investigated, the con-
dition with x/e = -0.2 results in a span-load distribution,
particularly the vertical-fin side-force load distribution,
which is closest to the optimum, and hence, exhibits the higher
span efficiency factor as shown in figure 3.
Figure 5 presents the optimum span-load distribution and
the span-load distribution for the condition of x/e = 0 and
_0.2 for configuration B. As can be seen, moving the outboard
vertical fin of configuration B aft to x/e = 0.2 results in a
reduction of the inwardly directed load on the vertical fins, a
reduction in the span load inboard of the vertical fins, and an
increase in span load on the outboard wing panel. This trend
is in complete agreement with the results for configuration A,
however, in this ease the reduced vertical-fin loads result in
a condition which more closely approaches the optimum.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the eff +t of vertical-fin
chordwise position on the span efficiency factor is simply a
function of how closely the optimum span-load distribution can
be approximated, i
Recognizing that the load on the vertical fin is a func-
tion of the local angle of attack (e.g. sidewash in the ease of
a vertical surface) leads to an understanding of the fluid t
mechanism responsible for the preceding results. Figure 6 pre-
sents the calculated sidewash distribution along the vertical .
fin. As can be seen, moving the vertical fin forward would !
produce an increased resultant angle of attack and hence an !
increase in the inward vertical-fin load. Correspondingly, :
moving tee vertical fin aft would produce a reduction in
resultant angle of attack and a reduction in the inward
vertical-fin load. The change in the span-load distribution of
the wing, which is observed to accompany the change in
vertieal-fin load, simply results from a change in circulation
. 4+
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(see fig. 7). An increase in the inward vertical-fin load
would occur with an increase in the circulation around the vet--
tics1 fin. As shown by the sketch of figure 7, the increased
circulation would tend to reinforce the circulation (and
increase the span load) over the inboard portion of the wing,
while tending to oppose the circulation (and reduce the span
load) over the outboard portion of the wing.
Effect of Vertical-Fin Toe Angle
The effect of vertical-fin toe angle, _, on the relative
span efficiency factor of configuration A is presented in
figure 8. As can be seen, an angle corresponding to approxima-
• tely _= 2° results in a maximum span efficiency. This result
is simply related to the span-load distribution as previously
discussed and is totally consistent with the preceding result
which showed an increased span efficiency achieved for this
configuration by moving the vertical fins forward. (Both toe-
in and forward placement of the vertical fin result in an
increased angle of attack for the vertical fin.) The result is
further illustrated by the span-load distributions presented in
figure 9 for several values of vertical-fin toe angle. As
would be expected, T = 2° , which results in the highest span
efficiency factor, also results in a span-load distribution
most nearly approaching the optimum.
Effect of Vertical Fin Cant Angle
The effect of vertical fin cant angle, \, cn the relative
span efficiency factor of configuration A is presented in
figure I0. The results are presented for the configuration
with the vertical fin located at x/c = 0 and T = 0°. The
results presented show that there is a modest effect of cant
angle on performance and that the effect is favorable for posi-
tive cant angles and unfavorable for negative angles. This
result is simply related to the inward direction of the force
acting on the vertical fin. For positive values of _, a eom- I
ponent of the vertical-fin load is acting in the positive lift
direction and, hence, results in an increased span efficieney
factor. Correspondingly, for negative values of X, a com-
ponent of the vertieal-fin load is directed in the negative
lift direction and, as expeeted, reduces the span efficiency
' factor•
'_ Effect of Trailing-Edge Flap Deflection
The results of the preceding sections have shown that the
improvements in span efficiency, which are provided by {
vertical-fin chordwise position and toe angle, are a direct 1result of such configuration variables providing a more
favorable span-load distribution. In order to more clearly
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illustrate this point, the trailing-edge.flap system sketched
in figure II was subjected to _ continuously variable deflection
in an attempt to approximate the optimum the span-load distri-
bution. The trailing-edge deflection schedule selected for
study is presented in figure 12, and the corresponding span-
load distribution is presented in figure 13. As can be seen,
the scheduled trailing-edge flap system provides the configura-
tion with a load distribution which is a reasonable approxima-
tion to the optimum. With the trailing-edge deflection incor-
porated into the theoretical model, the effect of vertical-fin
ehordwise position and vertical-fin toe angle on the span effi-
ciency factor is reconsidered. The results are presented in
figures 14 and 15, respectively, and show that variations in
x/e and z (from the condition of x/c = 0 and _ = 0°) result in
rcduetions in the span efficiency factor. These results are,
of course, expected as the span-load distribution for the con-
figuration with the scheduled trailing-edge flaps (and having
x/c = 0 and _ = 0°) has been shown to be nearly optimum.
CONCLUSION
A theoretical study has been conducted to determine the
potential low-speed performance improvements which can be
achieved by altering, the position and orientation of the out-
board vertical fins of low-aspect-ratio highly swept wings. As
expected, the results of the study show that the magnitude of
the performance improvements is solely a function of the span-
load distribution. Both the vertieal-fin-ehordwise position
and toe angle provided effective means for adjusting the
overall span-load distribution.
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Outboard vertical fin
2 = 0.726 I
(a) Planform geometry for wing of reference 5 (Configuration A)
Outboard vertical fin
(b) Planform geometry for wing of reference 6 (Configuration B)
Figure 1.- Planform geometries of configurations simulated.
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Figure 3.- Effect of vertical-tin ehordwise position on relative
span efficiency, a = 10°, M = O.
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Figure II.- Trailing-edge flap geometry for Configuraton A.
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"Figure 12. = $ehedule for eontlnuously variable trailing-edge
deflection, Configuration A.
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